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Part I 

Answer all 28 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. For each 
statement or question, choose the word or expression that, of those given, best completes the 
statement or answers the question. Record your answers on your separate answer sheet. [56] 

1 The midpoint of AB is M(4,2). If the coordinates of A are (6, -4), 
what are the coordinates of B? 

(1) (1, -3) ® (2,8) 

(3) (5, -1) 

(4) (14,0) ~<'t 
d-·· 

(?1-y j? 
/#JJ-

2 \Vhich diagram shows the construction of a 4.5° angle? 

(1) 

(2) (4) 
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3 What are the coordinates of the center and the length of the radius 
of the circle whose equation is (x + 1)2 + (y - 5)2 = 16? 

(1) (1,-5) and 16 (3) (1,-5) ancl4 

(2) ( -1,.5) and 16 @ ( -1,5) and 4 

4 If distinct planes 1( and s are both perpendicular to line e, which 
statement must always be true? 

{D) Plane CJ(is parallel to plane S. 

(2) Plane CJ(is perpendicular to plane S. 

( 3) Planes 1( and Sand line e are all parallel. 

( 4) The intersection of planes (j( and Sis perpendicular to line £. 

5 If LABC and its image, LA'B'C', are graphed on a set of axes, 
LABC:::: LA'B'C' under each transformation except 

@ D 2 (3) ry =x 

(2) Rgoo ( 4) T( -2,:3) 

6 A right rectangular prism is shown in the diagram below. 

/ 
/ 

/ 

E 

/ 

I 

IF 
I_----- ---- G 

H 

Which pair of edges are not coplanar? 

(1) BF and CG 

(2) BF and DH 

Geometry- January '14 

(3) EFand CD 

@EFandBC 

[3] 

Use this space for 
computations. 
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7 How many points in the coordinate plane are 3 units from the 
origin and also equidistant from both the x-axis and they-axis? 

Use this space for 
compptations. 

) '/ 

( l) l 

(2) 2 
(3) 8 

t/7\\4 
\;_;/ 

8 As shown below, the medians of 6ABC intersect at D. 

B 

If the length of BE is 12, what is the length of BD? 

((jJ 8 (3) 3 

(2) 9 (4) 4 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

Jt: 

I¥_ 

I 

)x t'X "'))
} .~ ~_) J )~-· 

x')4 
eo~ ;)(ijl ~~ 

9 The solution of the system of equations y = x2 - 2 and y = x is X l--1~ -; X 
(1) (1,1) and ( -2, -2) (3) (1,1) and (2,2) X J. ,X.,. J ., 0 
@ (2,2) and ( -1, -1) (4) ( -2, -2) and ( -1, -1) tx- J)D fl) 1 {) 

. X<>J-) -· J 

( ~)t) (~))-}) 
10 Line f passes through the point (5,3) and is parallel to line k whose 

equation is 5x + y = 6. An equation ofline f is y· J <b 
l y~ <:'\, L/ l ' ) · 

(I) y = 5x + 2 ~- )~"'rt:; (3) y = 5x- 2 •' {.-r51{5' r 6 ®y = -5x + 28 1 (4) y = -5x - 28 j J - J 

M ;~~~+~ 
;;z~ 6 
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11 In the diagram belmv of quadrilateral ABCD, E and F are points 

on AB and CD, respectively, BE::::: DF, and AE::::: CF. 

A 

c 

\Vhich conclusion can he proven? 

(.3) LA~ LC 

(4) LAED::::: LCFB 

12 In the diagram below, four pairs of triangles are shown. 
Congruent corresponding parts are labeled in each pair. 

Using only the information given in the diagrams, which pair of 
triangles can not be proven congruent? 

@A (3) C 

(2) B (4) D 

Geometry- .January '14 [.5] 
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13 In ~ABC shown below, Lis the midpoint of BC, M is the midpoint 

of AB, and N is the midpoint of AC. 

A 

B c 

If MN = 8, ML = 5, and NL = 6, the perimeter of trapezoid BMNC is 

@35 (3) 28 

(2) 31 (4) 26 

14 In the diagram below, RCBT and .6.ABC are shown with mLA = 60 
and mLABT = 125. 

bOtt;5 

) 
R C 

What is mLACR? 

A125 

(3)/115 

Geometry- January '14 

A 

(3) 65 

(4) 55 

B T 
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15 Which equation represents circle 0 shown in the graph below? 

y 

X 

(1) x2 + (y - 2)2 = 10 

(2) x2 + (y + 2)2 = 10 

~ x2 + (y - 2)2 = 25 

{W) x2 + (y + 2)2 = 25 

16 For which measures of the sides of f}.ABC is angle B the largest 
angle o~e trian,11;4 J, p 

CUP AB = 2, BC = 6, AC = 7 

(2) A~6, BC = 12,AC = 8 

(3) AB = 16, BC = 9, AC = 10 

(4) AB = 18, BC = 14, AC = 5 

Geometry- January '14 [7] 

Use this space for 
computations. 
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18 As shown in the diagram below, a landscaper uses a cylindrical lawn 
roller on a lawn. The roller has a radius of 9 inches and a width of 
42 inches. 

.. . 
. '! ... • • 

• 4 fll ..... .. 

···t~····.···· .. :. . . . . . . .......... . .. . .. : . ... ., : .. . 

To the nearest square inch, the area the roller covers in one complete 

Use this space for 
computations. 

rotation is 1Y J , Jl 
(1) 2,374 (3) 10,682 · A I '·-'1 ~ ~ 375 
§) 2,375 (4) 1o,688 ) f(, r .. -tJ.-

19 In the diagram below, AC and BC are tangent to circle 0 at A and B, 
respectively, from external point C. 

8 

If mLACB = 38, what is mLAOB? 

(1) 71 ~ 142 

(2) 104 (4) 161 

Geometry- January '14 [8] 



Use this space for 

20 What is the perimeter of a square whose diagonal is 3J2? ,_ { ...r;i~omputations. 

~ 18 (3) 9 S' .,_. + <) ' 37~) 
(.J;l}l2 (4) 6 Is 1. ~ q A 

s~ 3 5·Y~J~ 
21 The coordinates of point P are ( 7,1). What are th&c ordinates of the .· ) 

image of P after R90o about the ori.gin? }'. ~- --9 ( y 1 )'. 'j 
(1) (1,7) ~ (1, -7) f7) { J 1 
(2) (-7,-1) ~(-1,7) v.) > ~ ,. I) 'l 

22 Lines p and q are intersected by line r, as shown below. 

p q 

'~--~2--~1~--~ 

If mL1 = 7x - 36 and mL2 = 5x + 12, for which value of x 

would p II q? j ~U 
@17 (3) 83 7Jc-'36-f ).y-}-j)_ ::l 

(2) 24 (4) 97 ; J--y ..J;; 'f ~ ; tD 

Geometry- January '14 [9] 
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23 What is the equation of the circle with its center at ( -1,2) and that 
passes through the point (1,2)? {I;/) 
@ (x + 1)2 + (y - 2)2 = 4 

(2) (x - 1)2 + (y + 2)2 = 4 ;-~ )__ 

(3) (x + 1)2 + (y - 2)2 = 2 ).. 

(4) (x- 1)2 + (y + 2)2 = 2 r ~ y 

24 In the diagram below, diameter AB bisects chord CD at pointE in 
circle F. 

A 

B 

Jl!l-, ~ )~J-
~ 
~ 

g' 
If AE = 2 and FB = 17, then the length of CE is 

(1) 7 (3) 15 

f!!j)s (4) 16 

25 Which quadrilateral does not always have congruent diagonals? 

(1) isosceles trapezoid ~rhombus 
(2) rectangle '14) square 

(I) I 
(2) II 

Geometry- January '14 

~II 
(Yv 
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27 Trapezoid QHST is graphed on the set of axes belO\v. 

y 

~nder which transformation w~er. e. be no invariant points? 

(1) ry = 0 (~ r(O,O) 

(2) rx = 0 ( 4) ry = x 

28 How many common tangent lines can be dravvn to the circles shown 
below? 

( 1) 1 

(2) 2 

Geometry- January '14 [11] 
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Part II 

Answer all 6 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. For all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer with no work shown will 
receive only I credit. All answers should he written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, 
which should be done in pencil. [12] 

29 The diameter of a sphere is 5 inches. Determine and state the surface area of the sphere, to the 
nearest hundredth (?fa square inch. 

Geometry- January '14 [12] 



30 Using a compass and straightedge, construct the perpendicular bisector of AB. 
[Leave all construction marks.] 

Geometry - January '14 [13] [OVER] 



31 The endpoints of AB are A(3, -4) and B(7,2). Determine and state the length of AB in simplest 
radical form. 

Geometry- January '14 

~c~ :7)1-+ P1-;;:rr 
{JiT3Z' 
-f ~~~? 

{l/{}3 

d-1\3 

[14] 



32 A right prism has a square base with an area of 12 square meters. The volume of the prism is 
84 cubic meters. Determine and state the height of the prism, in meters. 

Geometry- January '14 

Vc./w~ 
~tf ·~ J J" )1 

l <: kJ 
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33 State whethe th 1· r e mes represented by th . 1 
1 e equations y = -x _ 1 and 

y + 4 = --(x 2) 1 . 2 . 2 - are paral el, perpendicular, or neither. J 
Explam your answer. /YJ ~ ~ 

m ., -J_ J-.-
~ 

/VelfkY, 'Tk s)OJlf-> ~rc- u,'f"4r 
-e~ua-1 nov DfforlkteGifYOU)s 

Geometry- January '14 [16] 



34 A tree, T, is() meters from a row of corn, c, as represented in the diagram below. A farmer wants 
to placE~ a scarecrow 2 meters from the row of corn and also .5 meters from the tree. 

Sketch both loci. 

Indicate, with an X, all possible locations for the scarecrow. 

c 

t"t 

* I. 

T ·~ 
I 

Ill J 
1 

f 

I . 

. ! 
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Part III 

Answer all 3 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 4 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. For all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer with no work shown will 
receive only 1 credit. All answers should he written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, 
which should he done in pencil. [12] 

35 In the diagram of .6.BCD shown below, BA is drawn from vertex B to point A on DC, such that 
--
BC::: BA. 

B 

D 

In L.DAB, mLD = x, mLDAB =· ,.,.x- :30 and mLDBA = 3x- 60. In L.ABC, AB = 6y- 8 
and BC = 4y - 2. [Only algebraic solutions can receive full credit.] 

Find mLD. X 1- 3-x..- 6D /- 5Y--30 ~} ~D 
9:J iJO $ I liD 

ri~~l{g ~ LD 
Find mLBAC. s t·$l~ .... J O . ~ 

1 s o - ~ o ,, / J-fJ I ~ o -1 )-iJ " 6l) 

4 ( 7) / ). ·~ ){) 

Find the length of DC. 
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36 The coordinates of the vertices of L:lABC are A( -6,5), B( -4,8), and C(l,6). State and label 
the coordinates of the vertices of L:lA"B"C", the image of L:lABCJfter ~h~. com~sition of 
transformations T4,-5ory-axis· A'(b; <J)B7{4j ~ G l-:JJ{;J. 
[The use of the set of axes below is optional.] )> .~ f3 ')( Y ~) C J) { 3 j) 

A (! 0 I b;) CJ ) .> J J 

y 

X 

Geometry- January '14 [19] [OVER] 



37 In right triangle ABC below, CD is the altitude to hypotenuse AB. If CD = 6 and the ratio of 

AD to AB is 1:5, determine and state the length of BD. 

[Only an algebraic solution can receive full credit.] 

Geometry- January '14 

c 

<f) 

Lfx-x~C1-
lfx1- ~ 1k 
y?--~ q 
Xj3 

s ~ {>) ,,)-

[20] 



Part IV 

Answer the question in this part. A correct answer will receive 6 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate fonnula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. A correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. The answer 
should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [ 6] 

38 In the diagram of circle 0 below, diameter RS, chord AS, tangent TS, and secant TAR are drawn. 

R 

Complete the following proof to show (RS)2 = RA • RT 

Statements 

1. circle 0, diameter RS, chord AS, 

tangent TS, and secant TAR 

2. RS _l TS 

3. LRST is a right angle 

4. LRAS is a right angle 

5. LRST:::: LRAS 

6. LR = LR 

7. l::.RST - l::.RAS 

8 RS = RT 
· RA RS 

9. (RS)2 = RA • RT 

Geometry- January '14 

Reasons 

1. Given 

2.1h~d1~<¥ tJ f 'VCAruJ~ i> 1.1/) 
~ ftVtJ~ C1;-1t/.u 1/}PJ!rl ~ 14~ 

3 . .llines form right angles 

4.An Clltfe- ln '~nktL In tt re.ttf, 
c;rc;,~ i> Pv Y'!tjh+ aJtJ,I.L-

5./V)J r~!Jhf cvhjli> ~rv 
Ct>~rvf1t-t 

[21] 


